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5. Summary and Conclusions 

5.1 Summary of this study 

 

 In the period of crude oil price surges, we find a tendency of increasing number 

of firms add an oil name due to the circumstance that corporations have an urge to be 

linked with oil.  The signal of name changing announcement is significantly positive 

on the event day in oil industry in the North America.  It confirms the previous 

studies by Horsky and Swyngedouw (1987) and Karpoff and Rankine (1994).  

However, as for the pre-event period, post-event period or the period across the event 

day, the results of CARs are sensitive to the selection of sample categories. 

 

 In the U.S., the CARs of firms add oil names are all positive and the pre-event 

excess return would not be offset by post-event drift, especially in the hot period.  

The significant positive effect of adding hot words into corporate name confirms the 

previous study by Cooper, Dimitrov and Rau (2001) in dotcom mania.  Interestingly, 

firms delete oil names in the hot period suffer a significant negative CAR in the 

post-event period.  Compared with dotcom bubble study by Cooper, Khorana, 

Osobov, Patel and Rau (2005), it expresses the same idea in different ways, they 

report a positive CAR for firms which remove “dotcom name” in the cold period after 

bubble burst. 

 

 We provide evidence that major oil name changes are more beneficial than minor 

name changes in the North America, particularly on the event day.  It is also being 

observed that once a firm with a resource unrelated name adds an oil name, it would 

earn a great CAR in the period across the event day.  Investors value more for those 
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companies, in name only, jump into oil industry from other resource unrelated 

industry.  Between the U.S. and Canada, we show the different CAR trend for each 

other.  The information leakage period is longer in Canada than the U.S.  It implies 

that the Canadian management tends to emit the information of name changes than 

the management of the U.S. companies. 

 

 In the meanwhile, the announcement of corporate oil related name changes 

substantially increase the trading volume on the event day.  Our result is identical 

with the previous study by Lee (2001) that dotcom name changes lead to positive 

abnormal trading volume.  Besides, in the cross sectional analysis, we provide 

evidence that name changes influence more for smaller companies than for big firms. 

  

 The overall results in our study suggest that the announcement of oil name 

changes convey important information to the market about image and identify of the 

firm.  Investors appear to respond enthusiastically to oil words change in name 

because of the relationship with a glamorously lucrative and potentially growing 

concept. 

 

5.2 Suggestions for future research 

 

 This study divides into steady period and hot period base on the trend of oil price.  

One could use statistical technique to identify the structural break of oil price.  

Furthermore, the price of crude oil keeps rise in recent months.  Once the oil price 

drops dramatically for a long period, if possible, one could expand the research period 

for a longer time horizon which contains the whole cycle of oil price.  Moreover, 

except for crude oil, there are many commodities and firms which produce them, like 
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gold or copper.  One could focus on other commodities and to explore if investor’s 

reactions are the same. 

 

 We use the Datastream North America Oil & Gas price index as benchmark 

measuring abnormal returns.  One could compute abnormal returns by another way, 

that is, matching oil-related firms that did not change their name by price.  The 

abnormal return for each firm could be calculated as the difference between the 

returns it earns and the returns earned by its price-matched control firm. 

 

 As for the cross sectional analysis in Section 4.4, due to the lack of financial 

variables of most firms traded on OTCBB, we only consider two control variables.  

Researchers can try to gain access to those data and regress CAR on more variables to 

find out more financial explanations.  It is also helpful to examine the complete 

financial statements, if accessible, of these name changing firms and identify the 

extent of their company’s involvement with oil products. 

 




